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Natural radio emission of Jupiter as interferences for radar investigations of the icy satellites of Jupiter
Figure 4: Decimetric spectrum from the radiation belt of Jupiter,
as observed from the Earth. The line is a modeled spectrum (using
the code from Santos-Costa and Bolton, 2008). The symbols are
measurements.
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simulated spectrum has been computed using the code presented by Santos-Costa and Bolton (2008), extending for
the first time the frequency band down to 10 MHz. This
spectrum has been used to build Fig. 1.
+ inputs from D. Santos-Costa.
de Pater (2004); Santos-Costa et al. (2008)
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2.5. Galactic background
(Cane, 1979; Dulk et al., 2001; Manning and Dulk, 2001)
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3.1. Radar echo strength
According to monostatic Radar equation (Kofman et al.,
2010), the received signal strength PRX is:
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Jovian Radio Environment: Flux Densities and Antenna Temperatures
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As described in the previous Section, the natural radio
noise at Jupiter is a complex combination of high intensity
radio signals varying on a large range of timescales (from
milliseconds to hours). It is thus important to correctly estimate the signal strength of the radar echoes compared to
the ambient radio noise. We will consider realistic parameters for the radar transmitter and receiver characteristics,
as well as for the Galilean satellites ice properties. These
operational values are given in Table 1 and are adapted
from Kofman et al. (2010).
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3. Comparison with radar echoes

S-bursts

Io-DAM
HOM

Ga

Radar instruments are part of the core payload of the two Europa Jupiter
System Mission (EJSM) spacecraft: NASA-led Jupiter Europa Orbiter (JEO)
and ESA-led Jupiter Ganymede Orbiter (JGO). At this point of the project,
several frequency bands are under study for radar, which ranges between 5
and 50 MHz. Part of this frequency range overlaps with that of the natural
jovian radio emissions, which are very intense in the decametric range,
below 40 MHz. Radio observations above 40 MHz are free of interferences,
whereas below this threshold, careful observation strategies have to be
investigated. We present a review of spectral intensity, variability and
sources of these radio emissions. As the radio emissions are strongly
beamed, it is possible to model the visibility of the radio emissions, as seen
from the vicinity of Europa or Ganymede. We have investigated Io-related
radio emissions as well as radio emissions related to the auroral oval. We
also review the radiation belts synchrotron emission characteristics. We
present radio sources visibility products (dynamic spectra and radio source
location maps, on still frames or movies), which can be used for operation
planning. This study clearly shows that a deep understanding of the natural
radio emissions at Jupiter is necessary to prepare the future EJSM radar
instrumentation. We show that this radio noise has to be taken into account
very early in the observation planning and strategies for both JGO and
JEO.We also point out possible synergies with RPW (Radio and Plasma
Waves) instrumentations.

Natural radio emissions in the jovian environment:
• Non-thermal jovian radio emissions emitted on high
latitude magnetic field lines (HOM, Io-DAM, non-IoDAM and S-bursts). These emissions are polarized,
sporadic and strongly beamed. They display fine
structures negative frequency drifts between –15 and
–25 MHz/s
• Synchrotron radiation from the radiation belts (DIM).
• Solar radio emissions (Solar Type III bursts)
• Galactic background emission resulting from the
free-free interactions of the electrons in the Galactic
magnetic field.

DIM modeled spectrum and data

Radio emission visibility modeling:
The ExPRES tool (Hess et al., 2008) allows us to
predict the CMI (Cyclotron Maser Instability) induced
radio emissions visibility for various observation
geometries (source location and observer location),
and various emission pattern parameters (emission
cone aperture, thickness, with possible variation with
frequency).
We use this tool to predict operational clean periods
for radar observations in the DAM range.
An exemple is given with the reanalysis of Voyager II
data, where we identify auroral oval DAM emission, as
well as Io-controlled DAM.

PRX

6. Discussion
We presented the natural radio sources in the environment of Jupiter. (...)
Intense radio emission. Below ∼ 40 MHz, the Galactic
Background do not dominates. Cutoﬀ frequency to be
refined with JUNO upcoming results. (...)
Visibility modeling indicates some favorable periods below 40 MHz, down to ∼23 MHz. Below 23 MHz, radio
sources are always visible. Io-DAM modeling is good.
More to be done on non-Io-DAM modeling. JUNO may
improve our knowledge on the frequency dependency of
the sources beaming angle. (...)
When the emission is visible, operate in the satellite
shadow zone. But the sources are away from Jupiter above
the poles, this has to be taken into account and reduces
S
N
the orbital portion where the radio sources are blanked.
(...)
Possible ways to operate out of the shadow zones have
been proposed (antenna diagram, polarization, localization). (...)
7. Conclusion

Jovian Radio Sources
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Appendix A. On Radio Measurements
Several quantities (measured in various units) are used
Radio emission visibility modeling
to characterize 4.the
strength of a electromagnetic radio
wave. These quantities
4.1. Modelingand
tool their units are presented in
Table A.3. We provide
here
operational
conversion
tools
The ExPRES
(Exoplanetary
and Planetary
Radio EmisSimulator)
(Hess et al., 2008) allows to predict the
in the case of a sions
dipole
antenna.

High Latitude DAM radio emission observed by Voyager2

Simulated radar echo signal strength at Ganymede

CMI induced radio emissions visibility for various observation geometry (source location and observer location), and
variousMain
emissionlobe
pattern
(emission
A.1. Eﬀective area,
andparameters
antenna
Gain cone aperture, thickness, with possible variation with frequency).
model the
has been
used
Io-DAM
radioshape
emisSimulated auroral radio emission visibility at the various Galilean
using
EXPRES
(EXoplanOnesatellites,
of the keyThis
characteristics
of toaninterpret
antenna
is the
sions (Hess
et al., 2008,
2010) as well as Saturn
etary and Planetary Radio Emissions Simulator) tool. Study of of
Voyager
JUNO
observations
will isKilometric
its mainand
lobe.future
The
solid
angle
of
the
main
lobe
defined
Radiation (Lamy et al., 2008). We use here this tool to
refine input parameters.
by the set of directions
in spaceof the
where
gainemissions,
of the
predict the occurrences
HOM the
and DAM
as
seen
from
the
orbits
of
the
galilean
satellites.
antenna is larger than half of its maximum gain. The

2
PTX λ2 G2 τp b(1 − |rice |2 )rlayer
10−αz/10 Lsys
=
(1)
(4π)2 (2(R + z))2

with
PTX Measurement
the transmitted signal
power, λ the transmitting
Radio
Essentials
wavelength,
G the antenna gain, rice the eﬀectiveUnit
reflecQuantity
tivity of the ice-atmosphere interface, rlayer the eﬀective
Operating frequency
ν
Hz
reflectivity of an internal layer, α the 2-way attenuation
Operating wavelength
λ
m
through ice of thickness z, Lsys system losses including
Speed
of
light
c
m/s
internal transmission losses and losses within the antenna
2
Antenna
eﬀective
area from satellite
Aeﬀ
during
transmission,
R range
to ice m
surface,

Antenna main lobe solid angle
Antenna gain
Spectral Power Density
Spectral Flux Density
Brightness density
Brightness temperature
Antenna Temperature
Source solid angle

ΩA
G
P (ν)
S(ν)
B(ν)
TB
TA
ωs

Table 1: Numerical parameters for estimation of icy satellites radar
measurements. LD is the radar dipole length; ν is the operating
frequency; see text for other parameters.

z depth from the surface to the internal layer, τp the pulse
duration and b the bandwidth of transmitted pulse. Operating parameters to be used to compute numerical values
of the back scattered signal power are provided in Table 1.
The eﬀective reflectivity values have evaluated from the
permittivities of the various layers, as follows:
√
√
ε1 − ε2
r12 = √
√ .
ε1 + ε2

(2)

The |rice | = 0.27 value is obtained with εatm = 1 and
εice = 3. The |rlayer | ∼ 0.21 to 0.68 range is obtained with
two possible values for the subsurface layer permittivity:
εlayer = 7 for a layer composed of basalt and εlayer = 80
for a liquid ocean layer.
With these numbers, we can estimate power of the echo
signal scattered back to the antenna PRX . The received
power can be converted into spectral flux densities with:
SRX =

8π PRX
3λ2 b

(3)

which do not depend on wavelength. This also converts
into brightness temperature as follows:
TB =

PRX
kB b

(4)

Numerical values are presented in Table 2 and shall be
compared to the spectra shown on Fig. 1.
3.2. Radar chirp signal
In order to enhance the signal mitigation, modern radar
instrumentation use chirped input signals. These signals
are brief power pulses quickly drifting in frequency. (...)
compare frequency drifts and timescales with that of
chirp. (...)

sr
5
–
W /Hz
W /m 2 /Hz
W /m 2 /Hz /sr
K
K
sr

Table A.3:

Radar science constraints:
Antenna pattern
The eﬀective area of a short dipole antenna is- The
thus:natural radio emissions are much stronger than the radar echoes, so
Orbiter
they must be taken into account in the operation planning.
3λ2
Aeﬀ =
- From (A.3)
ExPRES simulations, we show the clean periods occur every jovian
emitted:
linear polarization
8π
rotations
above 22 MHz. Below this frequency, icy satellite shadowing is
recorded: linear polarization
Although a dipole antenna is a linear conductor, it has an
necessary:
eﬀective area, which can be regarded as its “radio
cross-we computed that 30 to 40% of the final orbital phase would be
in
a
clean
radio environment.
section”.
NB:
Surface
roughness (causing signal clutter) has not been studied here,
The antenna gain is defined as:
but this effect increases with frequency, hence favoring lower frequencies.
G = 4π/ΩA .
(A.4)
- Antenna
pattern nulling can also be used to reduce the noise coming from
For a short dipole, we get G = 3/2.
Jupiter. However, the natural radio waves reflected by the surface will also
interfere with radar echoes.
A.2. Spectral
power density, Spectral flux density
rsurface
Science Synergies and Support:
εatm
The spectral power density is the
power received by the
- RPWS instrumentation could be used to support radar observations:
antenna, per
unit of frequency. The Spectral flux density
rlayer
natural
fine structures are drifting much slower than the radar chirp signals,
ε
ice
is the received power per unit of surface and of
frequency.
the
radio
observations can be used as a temporal context information.
ε
layer
Hence, Spectral power density and
Spectral flux density
Similarly,
the
natural radio emissions are wide band emissions, hence a
are linked by the following relationship:
εice
frequency context information could also be provided.
S(ν) = P (ν)/Aeﬀ
(A.5) and wave vector direction measurements capabilities could
- Polarization
also be used to discriminate radar from natural radio waves.
A.3. Brightness density and temperature of the source
- The radar pulses are very intense compared to the natural radio
The Brightness density is the power sent by the source
emissions, so the possible impact on the radio instruments preamplifiers
per unit of surface, frequency and solid angle. The
mustand
be studied!
Rayleigh-Jeans law links the brightness density
the

brightness temperature:
F=30 MHz
F=40
2kMHz
B TB
L=5m
B(ν) = L=5m 2
λ

F=50 MHz
L=5m

Main References:
(A.6)Radio Emission Review, Zarka, J. Geophys. Res. (1998)
- Jovian

- Radar signal and propagation through ice, W. Kofman, et al. Space
Sci. Rev. (2010)
A.4. Antenna temperature
- EXPRES
The Antenna temperature TA is related to the
Bright- code, S. Hess, et al. Geophys. Res. Lett. (2008)
Jovian
Radiation Belt radio modeling, D. Santos-Costa, & S. Bolton,
temperature
relationship:
F=30ness
MHz
F=40 MHz TB by the
F=50 following
MHz
Planet. Space Sci. (2008)
L=10m
L=10m
L=10m
T A ΩA = T B ω s
(A.7)

Figure 6: Electric dipole antenna beaming pattern for various lengths
and central frequency. The thin blue line shows the beaming pattern

where ω is the source solid angle as viewed from the space-

